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A CCYi?ARISCX OE' THZ INDIVIDDALIZED AND TR.=,.DITIONAL APPROACHES 
TO STUDENT ACHIZVE11ENT IN PHITTOGRAPHY AT CHURCHALND liIGH SCHOOL 
ELC:ZGROUND INFOHJl"iA'.i: I CN 
The World of Communications I was not being offered at ChurchJ.and 
}Ii6h School although plan.s were underway to incl.u<le it in the 1976-1977 
school year. On2 of th0 major reasons to include this course in the 
industrial arts curriculuw is the large amount of student interest in 
this area. 
Ir..:.ring the period from January 1975 t;:-,ro;,:.gh Janu;:iry 1976 industrial 
ar~s students at Churchland High School or~anize<l an Industrial Arts 
S·cudcnt Association a.1c held fund raising activities to purchase 
?hotographic equipment for the industrial arts department. To date 
tiese students have converted a storage roo~ into a darkroom, and have 
completely equipped the darkroom with the exception of two 35 mm. cameras 
which were purchased by the Portsmouth School Board in the surraner of 1975. 
Through the cooperation of the Churchla~d High School administration 
and with the permission of its principal, Mr. Jack Ryder, a six weeks 
t.nit in pl10tography was included in a Mechanical Drawing I class during 
t~e second semester. 
STA'I'ENENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this scudy was to see if there is any significant 
difference in the ach·ievement of industrial arts student who have been 
taught photography by a traditional approach as compared to similar 
industrial arts students who have been taueht photography through 
individualized learning packets at Churchland High School. 
STATEME';\"T OF THE HY?C/THES IS 
There is no sig~ific~nt difference between t~e achievement of 
stu0ents taught photogr&p~y by the traditional and "Individualized 
Lec.n:ning ?ac~etsr: c:pproaches. 
DEFINITims 
Worici or Comr:mnications 
The ten"J., World of Comrr.unications, refers to an industrial arts 
oricntc:..:ion and e::ploration cou-rse L1 whic:, tl-,e areas of drafting, 
electronics, graphic arts, and photography are studied. 
The term, photography, refers to the section of the World of 
Communications that introduces the students to black and white still 
pbotography. 
Control Group 
The term, control group, refers to the group of students taught 
photography by the traditional approach. 
Experimental Group 
The term, experimental group, refers to the group of students tfught 
photography by individualized learning packets. 
Individualized Learning Packets 
The term, individualized learning packets, refers to packets of 
information that contain a rational, objectives, activities and test or. 
tests. The purpose of these packets is to allow the students to select 
activities in order to oeet the objectives. The students work at their 
\ . ., 
own pace and the instructor is available for help if needed. 
Traditional Approach 
The term, traditional approach, refers to the presentation of 
inforr.1ation to 2 grou·;, during daily lecturGs and/or demonstrations. 
Mechanical Drawing I 
The term, Kec~anical Drawing I, refers to an introductory drafting 
course in which the correct care and use of the drafting equipment and 
the basic d.:-afting concepts are taught. 
Xult~ple bctivity 
The te::-ra, rG.~ltiple. a~tivi·~y, refers to ~ividing of a class ir,to 
J,::'O-.i?S znc: .:cac::-.ing of <li:Zfe::-ent r,wterial to each 6roup for a perioo 
of tirae. At the co~pletion oi the time per~od, the groups arc rotated 
in l:o .:ir,ocl".e:i:- area ur,t i l a 11 groups have covered a J. l of t:-ie ma teria 1. 
Orientation and E~~plor.:ition 
The term, orientation and e:(ploration, refers to certain industrial 
arts courses in which basic skills and concepts in certain areas are 
learned by the students. 
LIMITATIONS 
This stu~y was limited to two-thirds of a first period Mechanical 
Drawing I class and also limited to the avaiL1ble photography equipment 
at Cr,urchland High. School. The study was further limited in that no pre-
established standardized test was available for use in comparison of 
achi8vcn:ent • 
Many variables such as student attitudes, health and socio-economic 
backgrounds of the students.were not considered in this study. A pre-test 
was not used in order to eliminate the possibility of an interaction of 
1 • b b , . f 'h ..,h H , ' -1: t 1 · "d d ~earninf y ocn o· c e groups. ~ e awcGorne et£ec was noc consi ere 
to be of any signi.::icance in this st;.idy b8caus.::: of previous exposure to 
individualized learning pcckcts by the population involved in the study. 
In the fall of 1976 the industrial arts department at Churchland 
High School wilJ offer The World of Commu,.icationil. The course will 
include major units in drafting, electronics, graphic arts and 
2 
photography. Because of the limitations ir.1posed by the physical size 
of. the room and the a~n.ount oi available equip.-::ent, a multiple activity 
;:caching appronch will 0e employed in order to provide each student 
Silfficient opportunity to use the equipment and facilities. 
The author has developed individualized learning packets in 
photography. It was the contention here to provide both an e'{perimenta l 
anG a control group in orler to compare the nchievement of the control 
group to determine if there was any significant advantage of one method 
over the other. 
Chapter 2 
F3VIE';.;r OF LITERATURE 
Research has shown that individualized instruction has different 
LleacinJS. Individualized instruction can he ~nterprctcd to mean providing 
tutorial ass::.stance for i,:rupils or t;,c pJanning ;;:ncl implementation of an 
i,,C:ivich.:a1.izcd progra:n oi studies t@lo;:-ed to eacl1 stude,,t' s learning. 
1 
There are several. ;.1cthods of incividualizing instruction. The 
five jasic ways are: 




• co;r,munity contribution experience. 
Individualized instruction is not new; it is older than formal 
education. It began wich the development of man when a father instructed 
his son in some skill or learning situation. Even as early as the latter 
part of the nineteenth century, attempts were being made to individualize 
· · S d' h 1 f h 'h t.. ••• instruction an int e ~ar y part o t e twentiet century t11e activities 
that were done in the manual arts usually were done on an individualized 
6 
basis. Today's education places greater emphasis on the individual and 
on instruction to meet the needs of the individual. Increasingly, schools 
and universities throughout the nation are developing or adopting improved 
and creative approaches to the teaching-learning process. Individualization 
7 
receives more emphasis than ~ny. other inscructional strategies. There 
are two main reasons why individualization of instruction is receiving 
more emphasis than other teaching methods. First, learning could take 
place more efficiently if the students are allowed to select the 
8 
instructional method. Second, the more che student is involved in 
self-direction and seli-discovery, the 
9 
better the learning. 
~esearch shows that no matter wI1ic;·1 methoC: of individualized 
i..--.struction is considered, there are majo-.:- divisions or components that 
should be included. Many authorities feel t~at a rational stateLlc~t 
should be . ~ " '/ 1.nC.i. UGCG in i~diviGualized instruction. One such authority 
'.LS Doctor }'licna L. Kozak who states that L: a r,.odule is to be includ~d 
10 
its value to the students should be pointed. out. The second main item 
to be included is oi)jectives. Objectives arc simply staterae:..1.ts o:2 
coffipetencies that the students should obtain as a result of the 
11 
instruction. A list of varied learning activities is the third and 
r.1ost important aspect o:: i~dividualized inst-.:-uction. The firtal major 
division of individualized learning is evaluation. evaluation occurs· 
13 
t~rou~h pre-tests, post-tests, self-tests and mastery test. 
Research indicates rr~ny favorable aspects of individualized 
instruction and points out that advantages in individualized instruction 
fall upon two groups of people, the teachers and the students. A study 
by Oen and Sweany states that teacher effectiveness increases when the 
~eacher knows the objectives of the course, when he understands his 
role, when he uses a wide variety of material presentation techniques, 
14 
and when he has time to individualize his instruction. In a report 
on a model school project, Bonnie Danial reports that, utilizing the 
individualized method of instruction, the .teacher must assess his 
strengths and weaknesses and that he must also be involved in a continuous 
15 
process of evaluating both the subject matter and student achievement. 
In an article describing what he has done in individualized instruction, 
16 
Paul Smith points out that the teacher should be a resource person. 
7 
William Nead, in a study comparing student achieveraent in traditional 
instruction to individualized instruction, found that positive differences 
17 
were found in teacher and pupil attitudes. Several studies have 
pointed out cany positive effects of individualized instruction upon 
students. A study by Taber, reports a higher percentage of students 
passed the course who were instructed by individualized instruction as 
18 
compared to students who were taught by a traditional method. A 
scudy by Susan Sewell indicated a ?~eference of individualized instruction 
0y scudents over traditional 
l. 9 
ir'!struction. Kenneth Moffett points out 
t h,,~ .......... ~ the st~dents engaged in individualized instruction are able to 
wor,< at thc,ir own ;:-.ste, at their own convenie:-Lce, using their stronger 
20 
points witc, which ::o :!.earn and without tl:-,e pressures of peer completi'on. 
Other nuthoritics de::.cribe several st.ortco:nings of inc:.ividualized 
i~struction. One undesirable effect is that students' self-concepts 
21 
actually go down. In a study used to determir,e if students prefer 
individuali?.ed instruction as opposed to traditional instruction it 
22 
was found that students prefer the teacher controlled learning situations; 
and in a study comparing individualized and group instruction it was 
23 
found that students reacted ~ore to subject matter than teaching style. 
Many of the other shortcomings of individualized instruction are surmned 
up by Fer9uson who says: 
"Not all children are self-motivated, not all like the spot-
light, not all are aggressive enough to express thier need 
for help or even to ask questions. Security must ~f provided 
in individualized classrooms, as well as freedom·." 
Chapter 3 
?QprJLl1TI0Z'-7 
The population for t~is research consists of one class of first 
year mechanical drafting students at Churcl1land 1-:igh School. From 
t'!",is class of twenty-th::ee, five students were eliminated from this 
study due to previous training in photography. The remaining eighteen 
students composed the experimental grou? and the control group. 
A DESCRI:l:"'I'ION CF TEE CONT~OT. G:WU? 
In tbs traditional ap?roach the main emphasis wai placed on the 
l~cture/demonstration teaching method. r~ this Llethod all material 
was presented throu~h lectures, demonstrations and discussions to the 
group as a whole. The curriculum content of tl1is unit was divided into 
four main areas whic:1 were: 
I. The camera and its accessories 
II. Development of film 
III. Print processing and enla~Bing 
IV. Finishing, mounting and displaying 
Upon completion of each section, the group was given a test covering 
that inform.'.ltion. At the cor.1plction of the six weeks period, the group 
was given a unit test covering all of the informntion. It should be 
notec here that, as with the experimental gro~p, the control group was 
allowed to compose p'hotogr.:1phs and make enlargements on an individual 
basis, 
A DESCRIP:!:ICN' O:F THE ZXPERDIEi\"1.'AL GROUP 
In tne individualiz~~ lcaT~ing packets, the major emphasis was 
pl3ccd on each student setting his own learning pace. Each student was 
given a pacl~et anc upon the completion of this packet he was given a 
sccon~ packet. There were four packets in all. The curriculum content 
of t:r,is ,mit was divided into four raain areas as with tl1e control group. 
Ttesc areas were: 
I. The came~a and·its accessories 
II. Development of film 
III. Print processing anu cnJ argi.:1g 
IV. Finishing, mou~ting and displaying 
Upo~ cowpletion of each section or packet, the student was 6iven a test 
covering that section, At the completion of this entire unit, the 
student was given a test covering the information from the entire unit. 
RESEARCH TECII::'UQUES 
The population for t~is stu<ly consisted of eignteen students irom 
a first year mechanical drafting class at Churchland High School that 
had not previously been taught photography. These students were assigned 
to one of two groups by mear,s of matching. The basis for matching was 
toeir first semester averages in Mechanical Drafting I. After the 
students were placed in a group, a flip of a coin was used to decide 
which group was the control group and which group was the experimental 
group. A second flip of the coin was used to decide which group would 
be taught photography during the fifth six weeks of school and which 
group would be taught photography during the sixth six weeks of school. 
This method of sampling was conducted for two main reasons. First 
it was felt that, due to the small population, the random placement 
of students in groups would not give a valid result. Second, the 
reluctance of some of the scl,ool personnel in tne Portsmout:-1 school 
system to allow inform.ation found in tl-.e perr.1anent records of students 
to be used in individual research projects. 
Dti.ring eac'h of t!-1e six weeks perioG.s tl1e studc11.ts in both. the 
control group and. the experimental group were give .. , five tests. · Four 
of these tests were given after each of the sections are COiI1pletcd and 
the fifth test was given at the conclusion of the six weeks period or 
3t the conplction of the unit. These tests were identical for both 
gro~ps. These tests have been examined by several persons and were 
found to be valid tests. The people examining the tests were Mr. James 
Doyle, an industrial arts teacher at Churchland Junior High School and 
,m amateur photographer; Nr Tom S,.1ithwick, World of Communications I 
and II instructor Rt Manor High School; and Mr. C. L. Snyder of Snyder 
Studios, Portsmouth, Virginia. In addition to the written tests the 
students were evaluated on the following skills that are needed in 
?hotography: 
The ability to use and care for a camera and accessories 
The ability to develop film 
. The ability to make a contact print 
• The ability to use an enlarger and employ different 
enlargement techniques when making a photographic print 
• The ability to finish prints in order to produce different 
types of finishes and to mount and group photographic prints 
for display. 
At the completion of the six week period the evaluated skill results 
and the tests results were usec to determine a six weeks grade. The 
six weeks grades fxo·m each of the groups were compared at the .05 level 
of significance using the t-test method in order to test the null 
hypothesis chat there is no significant difference between the achievement 
of the two groups. 
Chapter 4 
TEST RESULTS 
This study was done in an attempt to provide an answer to the 
q~estion stated in t~e problem and to see if there wereany statistical 
findings which would enable one to reject the null hypothesis: There 
is ~o significant difference between the achievement of students taught 
photography by the traditional and "Individualized Learning Packets" 
Table l gives a listing of the averages based on the six weeks 
grades during which this study was conGuctcd, The mean score for the 
e:-:perimer • .::a l group was higher chan ;:he me2.n score of the control group, 
The null hypothesis was not rejecced at the ,05 level of significance, 
T~1e cor,,put.::.tions of the -{;-test for nonindependent samples is shown in 
Table 3, 
Table 1 
Six Wee~ Grade Averages 
Suoject Six Weck Six Week 
Number Grade Averages Grade Aven,ges 
Control Experimental 
Group Group 
l 67 76 
2 68 76 
3 82 80 
4 78 75 
5 86 80 
6 79 79 
7 77 76 
8 76 80 
9 88 89 
Table 2 
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Chapter 5 
This research study was conducted in order to provide inform~tion 
that would possibly answer the question stated in the problem: Is there 
any significant difference in the achievement of students taught photo-
graphy through the use of indivic.ua lizeC: learning packets as compare·d 
with the achievement of similar students taught photography through the 
traditional approach. This researcher feels that several significant 
conclusions can be mc1de from t:-lis study. 
Fi-:.-st, the mean score of the experimental group was high e.r than 
the ~can score of the control group. 
Second, the null hypothesis was accepted at the .05 level. 
The results of this study will greatly aid the Industrial Arts 
Departillent at Churchland High School in making the decision concerning 
the teaching strategy that will be employed in The World of Conmiunications 
I. 
It should be noted that variables such as student attitudes, health· 
and socio-economic backgrounds of the students were not considered in 
this study. 
RECCXMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY 
It is recom.~ended that each industrial arts teacher who is teaching 
the World of Communications I and using individualized learning packets 
in the photography section conduct experimental research to determine 
if the individualized learning p~ckets have any significance on student 
achievement when compared with the traditional teaching approach. 
It is also reco~~ended that before any school system adopts wide 
spread use of individ;ialized learning packets £or use in any area that 
a µilot program be establis~ed and thoroughly studied before impleffienting 
the change system wide. 
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APPENDIX A 
Il\'TROD"JC?ICN TO PHOTOGRAPHY 
Name: 
Period: 
The unit in photography will be taught through the use of individual 
learning packa3es. '..:~~e::I.! ·w::.: l. be fo ... r packages in the area of black and 
white still photograp:-.y. This package, ti.1.e first, will cover some 
general information on photography, some of the basic types of cameras 
and the opers.tion of an adjt.s:=able camera. The second package will 
cover the development of film; the third package will cover the printing 
and enlarging of photographs; and the forth package will cover the · 
finishing and mounting prints. Each of the packages will contain a list 
of objectives that you are to meet and activities which will allow you 
to meet these objectives. If you feel confident in the information or 
area covered by any of the packages you may take the test on that unit 
without doing any of the activities, or you may complete some of the 
activities or all of the activities and take the test. You will have 
six weeks to complete the four packages. If you complete the packages 
in less than six weeks you may proceed to another unit or you may spend 
the remainder of the time on a special project of yourchoosing in the 
area of photography. You will be graded upon the quality of work that 
you do. The darkroom will be available for use certain days after school. 
See your instructor for the specific days and times. 
GOOD LUCK! 
RATIONAL: 
Pho.:ographe:.:-s ..,..,.;:;c :c.-.ow t:-.e cidva.:;.ta.6e:s ar.d ci.isadvantages of several 
types of came:.:-as. 'rhey r:.ust also k~1ow how to correctly set and adjust 
a camera in order to be able to correctly expose film. Because different 
situations require diffe:.:-ent ty?es of accesso:.:-ies, photographers must 
know about the accessories and how to use them. This package is designed 
to meet the needs of a s.:,..ide,.1t in the areas of camera types and operations 
of a camera and its accessories. 
OBJECTIVES 
At the conclusion of this package the student will be able to: 
l. Identify several types of cameras and describe the advantages 
and disadvantages of each. 
2. Identify basic parts of a camera and describe their functions. 
3. Make adjustments and settings on a camera when using different 
films and under different conditions. 
4. Load film into a camer~ and unload film from a camera. 
5. Compose a shot for a photograph and expose tbe film. 
6. Use a closeup lens .and a copy stand. 
7. Determine the proper camera settings by using an external 
light meter. 
8. Use an electronic flash in order to correctly expose film . 
under limited light conditions. 
9. Mount a camera upon a tripod. 
10. Load film into a film magazine from a bulk film loader. 
THE CA:'1ERA AND ITS OPERA7ION 
ACTIVITY SHEET 
This package covers the camera and its operations. If you feel 
that you know the information you may take the post test without doing 
any or with doing only part of the activities. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Read the sheet on types of cameras 
or 
View cne slide/tape presentation (slicles 1-1 through 1-5) 
or 
Read in Printing by Rartley Jac~son, pages 226 through 236. 
2. Read sheets on pa:::-ts of Namiya/Sekor 528 TL camera and adjustments 













sheet on Honeywell Flash unit and other camera accessories 
or 
slide/tape presentation (slides 3-1 through 3-14). 
sheet on operation of external light meter 
or 
slide/tape presentation (slides 4-1 through 4-8). 
sheet on bulk film loader 
or 
slide/tape presentation (slides 5-1 through 5-6). 
6. Complete "Camera Operation Sheet." 
7. Optional: Read job description of a photographer. 
8. Take test on this package. 
TYPES OF CAH:i!:RAS 
c&weras have four 
basic parts; body, lens, si-.utter anci fi.1.z. :1older. There are many types 
of cameras but only four types will be covered here. 
BOX 
The box ca~era is the si~plest type of camera. It is prefocus~d. 
has a fixed £/stop (usually between f/8 and £/11) and has a fixed 
shutter speed. A box camera is simple to operate: load, aim and expose 
the film. 
INSTAMATIC 
The instamatic camera has all of the advantages of the box camera 
plus the film comes in a film holder that is simply dropped into the 
camera. Any adjustment that must be made on the camera is done auto-
matically. 
POLAROID 
The polaroid camera is simple to operate. Different models have 
different features. The film is purchased in packs which are placed in 
the camera. The appeal of a polaroid camera is that the film, when 
advanced, develops itself so that the photographer can view his finished 
print usually in less than a minute. 
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REFLEX 
There are two types of reflex cameras, the twin lens reflex and 
the single lens reflex. 
TWIN LENS REFLEX SINGLE LENS REFLEX 
EIIO 
The reflex cameras are available in a variety of different models ranging 
from non automatic to completely automatic. Many accessories are 
available for these types of ca~eras. 
PARTS OF THE MAMIYA/SEKOR 528 TL 
1. Exposure Counter 
2. Diaphragm Ring 
3. Shutter Release Button 
4. Accessory Shoe 
5. Rewinding Crank 
6. Rapid Film Advance 
7. Shutter Speed Ring 
8. Depth of Field Scale 
9. Focusing Ring 
10. Flash Terminal 
11. Film Chamber 
12. Viewfinder 
13. Film Sprockets 
14. Take-Up Spool 
15, Pressure Plate 
16. Film Rewind Release Button 
17. ASA Film Speed Setting Lever 
18. Battery Compartment Cover 
19. Tripod Socket 
20. Back of Cover Lock 
2--+--






Setting Film Speed 
Sensitivity of film is rated by its ASA number. The higher the 
number the more sensitive the film is to light and the grainer the 
print will appear after enlargement. In order to set the camera for 
the ASA setting, press the ASA film speed setting lever and move it 
until it lines up with the desired ASA number. Below are the settings 
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Turn the di~.phragm ring until "A" is aligned with the orientation 
dot. Turn the shutter speed ring until the desired shutter speed is 
aligned with the orientation dot. A shutter speed of 1/125 may meet '' 
most requirements. Check the exposure meter pointer in the viewfinder. 
If the meter pointer is at the warning mark at the top, go to a slower 
shutter s,eed. If t!:ie meter po:f.nte!:' is at t:,e lc~-,e"!'.' ~?arnir,g ~a"!'.'k go to 
a hig½er shutter speed. 
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Diaphragm or aperture ring 
Orientation Dot------
Shutter Speed Ring 
Focusing 
Turning the focusing ring until the image in the small circle of 
the viewfinder becomes sharp will focus the camera. 
@)) 
Depth of Field 
The depth of field scale indicates how much of your picture will 
be in focus at different aperture oper.ings. A small opening will 
increase the area between the nearest and furthest point that will 
remain in focus. 
Example: If the aperture is set at f/16 and the 
the depth of field will be from 6' to 
/.fi 2 2 5 10 





I I 11 I l 
R 
i ' a 4 o 8 I! !6 
focused at 10' 
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Holding the Camera 
Place the left hand under the camera and the thumb and index finger 
on the focusing ring. Place the forefinger of the right hand on the 
shutter release button and the thumb on the film advance lever. Keep 
the left elbow as close to the body as possible •. Do not use a shutter 
speed lower than 1/60 unless the camera is on a tripod or resting against 
something stationary. 
Non-Automatic Operation 
For manual operation of the camera check the pointer in the view-
finder in order to find the correct f/stop. Align the indicated f/stop 
up with the orientation dot. 
Example: The needle is indicating the 
desired aperture opening, f/8. 




Do not load the camera in bright light. Open the back of the 
camera with the back cover lock. P~ll t~e re~£~i crank knob up, put 
the magazine tnto the film chamber and return t~e rewind crank. Draw 
out the film leader anc insert it into the take-cp s?ool. !he take-up 
spool may have to be turned in order to properly locate the slits. 
properly engage the film perforatj_ons. Take ~p the fi.lm' s slack by 
tut~:'_ng the rewind c!"ank l'.':'.til t'.~e film is tn•Jt. Close and lock the 
cover. 
Th.:: letter "S" now appears in the exposure counter window. Advsnce 
the film and depress the shutter release button after each stroke until 
the figure iffal appears opposite the mark. Check your ASA setting in 
order to be sure it is correct. 
Shutter release 
Taking the picture 
The curtain behind the lens is removed when the shutter release 
button is depressed. The amount of time is controlled by adjusting 
the shutter speed ring. After the film has been exposed each time the 
film advance lever will have to be moved in order to advance the film 
to the next frame. When the rapid film advance lever is moved the 
rewinding crank should turn. This indicates that there is film loaded 
in the camera.· Once the film becomes hard to advance it is time to 
rewind the film. 
Tim2 Exposure Photography 
Place the shutter speed ring on "B". The shutter will remain open 
as long as the shutter release button is depressed. The camera must be 
held on a tripod. 
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In order to rewind your film, push the film rewind rele~se ~utton 
and turn the film rewind crank until the tension lessens. Open the 
ca~era and remove the magazine. Avoid direct sunlight! 
Flash Photography 








The unit we have will synchronize at all shutter speeds. 
Automatic 
Set the unit for automatic, (part #2) 
Set the calculator for the correct ASA setting. 
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Set the f/stop for the number opposite the silver triangle on the outer ring. 
For the best exposure use a rangefrom 7 to 15 feet. 
Manual 
Set the unit for manual operation. Set the calculator for the correct ASA 
setting. Check the distance fro~ the camera to the subject (ca~era range 
finder may be used). Set the f/stop on the camera to that opposite the 
flash-to-subject distance on the ca!.culator. Turn the unit on end allm._. 
the ready light to come on. 
Example: Using a film with an ASA of 100 we set the calculator. If 
we are using autorn.~tic, the indicated f/stop to use if f/5.6. 
If we are using mc!nual, the inclica;:ed f/stop to use for a 
distance of 5 feet is f/11. 
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Close Up Lenses 
Close up lenses are used when the distance from the camera to the 
subject is so short that the camera cannot focus on the subject. These 
lenses are often used on a camera that is held in position on a copy 
stand. The lenses are simply screwed onto the lens· of the camera. 
There are three different lenses. ED.ch lens will allow a different 
foc~l length and the lenses may be used in combination with each other. 







EXTERNAL LIGh'T METER 
f/stop 
Light reading scale 
Exposure index window 
----Pointer lock button 
Note: Any combination 
can be used 
Example: f/22 at 1/15 sec. 
1-+-.i f/16 at 1/30 sec, 
Shutter speed 
The Weston Master 6 external light meter is used to determine the 
f/stop and shutter speed to use in order to have the correct film exposure. 
The meter has two scales that are used for different degrees of light. 
The baffel, which is located on the ::-E!C~ of the meter, when open sets 
the meter for the low scale, 125-32. The baffel, when closed sets the 
meter for the high scale, 16-2K. ';\"hen us:..ng the meter for outdoor scenes 
tilt the meter dow!lward sl:.tghtly so you'.!" line of s::.zht passes over the 
front edge of the pointer lock in order to exclude light sky areas. 
When taking a reflected light reading)set the exposure index (ASA 
of the film) by depressing the exposure index button. Ai~ the meter and 
arrow to the reading of the light mete!" ::.y tur':!bg the outer d:al. The 
cn~era's shutter speed and £/stop settings are found on the exposure dial, 
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Bulk Film Loader 
tuying film in a roll 100' long will not cost as:rnuch per roll as 
buying film one roll at the time from a store. The bulk film is loaded 
into a bulk film loader in complete darkness. The film can now be 
loaded in reuseable magazines or cassett~sfor use in the camera. In 
order to load film on a magazine you will need the bulk film loader 
loaded with film, a magazine, and a strip of tape. The magazine consists 
of three parts: the outer case, the removable cap, and the center spool. 
The parts are assembled as shown below. 
When loading a magazine, first place a strip of tape on the S?ool 
and tape the end of the fi:"!'. to the spool. Slid~ the spool into the 
case and place the end cap on the open end o~ the magazine. With the 
bulk film loader located wit~ the crank towarG you and the door at your 
right and the extension end of the cassette locatec. away from you. Place 
the handle into the bulk loader and turn 2C t~rns for 20 exposures. 
Open the door on the bulk film loader anc. cut the film. Cut the end of 
your film,to form a leaier for loading. 
Cut notch in t~e 
side that has the 





Set ASA setting for 400. Check light meter pointer and record reading 
at 1 /J25 sec. 
Change ASA setting to 125 and recheck light meter reading: 
What has happened and why? 
Set ASA setting for 400 and shutter speed at 1/250 sec. Check and record 
reading: 
'Change setting of shutter speed to 1/60 sec. Check and record light 
meter reading: 
Why did the needle point to a different £/stop? 
Select an ASA setting and set the camera. Reco~d ASA setting: 
Select shutter ~need #1 and record setting: 
Check and record your meter ?Ointer reading: 
Adjust the a;)erture opening on the dia?hragm ring ur..ti: the 
f/stop indicated in the viewfinder lines ~p with the orientation 
dot. Change and recorc your sht!tter speed: Shutte:- spee-::: 1I2: 
Check in the viewfinder. ~id t~e ~eter rointer c~2nge? 
If so to what: 
~\"hy? 
~ocd a camera with film. Set the ASA lever ~o t~e co~rect ASA setting. 
Have· the instructor check ".:!--.e setti:i.3. 
Set the dtaphr2.gm rtri.g to·· ''A'' 2nd ch.eek t':1e v::.e··,f inc er to determine if 
the meter pointer is in the warning ar-eas. If in tbe safe zone proceed. 
Select a su~ject an<: p!1otograph j_t se~."eral ti~es at cliffere-nt s:l'..ltter 








Select a subject and adjust the diaphragm ring for manual. Photograph 
the subject several times testing and recording different f/stops and 
shutter speeds. 











Attach flash unit to ca~era and adjust calcu!ator for ASA setting: 
Record f/stop as indicated by calculator: 
Set shutter speed for 1/125 and photogr2pb s~bject. 
£/stop Depth of Field Subject 
Frame. /f12 
Set shutter speec for 1/60 a~e p~otograph sa~e su~ject 
f/stop depth of field 
Frame 4r-13 
Select a tlifferent subject a~~ 
and recorc ASA setting: 
Deter.nine distance subject and 
set flash unit for no~-auto!:!atic. 
Has it changed? 
recorc s~bject dist~~ce: 
Determine £/stop and record and set ca~era: 










f/stop Dept~ of Field Shutter Speed Subject 
Select a movi.c1.g subject (ex. car, a~d atte~?t to sto? it.) 





2~·:r.'. .. ~~plc: ul\JV~~: .. g 00~ ects, c~rs 
f/stop Jap~~ of iie:~ 
sv.::,~e\.'.!t to ~ece~~c!..ne 
.,.t night, stars 
S:"i.v. L ter- S?ee<l 
B 
Subj eci.: 
Usi~; c!ose-up r~~gs ~~~ copy ~o~rd, sc!cct a su~j~ct an~ photo6raph 
or t:-:e fC . .:;. will co,;,e o:Zi o:Z t:.e ta~ .. e-t.p ~;,ool. Rewind t'h-:: filr;. back 
on the take-up spool an~ r0~ove cassette. 




A photographer takes and develops pictures of people, places and 
objects. He must have experience in taking pictures with different 
cameras and films, in developing enlarging and retouching of prints. 
A photographer's work is both artistic and technical. He must possess 
manual dexterity, artistic ability, creativity and a pleasing personality. 
The'working conditions for a photographer may vary fro~ an air conditioned 
studio to the middle of a war or nature.l disaster. Many times a photo-
grapher must travel and work long hours. He may be under pressure to 
· reach a completion date on time and he may be in competition with other 
photographers for a job or assignment. Once established, a photographer's 
earings are above average and a free-lance photographer has no earnings 
limitations. 
A photographer usually has at least a hig~ school educ~ticn. 
Courses in math, art, physics, chemistry, busi~ess and ind~striol arts 
are reco~ended. After hig'.:i school, a voc:1ticnal school or college 
post seco!'.dary eclucction. ~::e re.,.y lee:v·e :1igh. rr::r..ool 2~~ st~r~ his o'tm 
business or be hired by a co~,c~y as~ p~otos~~?~e~'s helper and then 
work his way up. There are ma::!y types of photogr.".'.?hers. So::ne of these 
type's are ?Ortrait, co!'.1Inercia:.., inC::!stri.:>.:!., ;ress-?:::.oto, aer:.cl, ec".uc~,tione.l, 
scient if ic'j bio!"..edica l com!:".Uni.cat ions, ne~·~S, '-'.:_s ~.i J.e, es tro, free- lance, 










Photographers need to know how to cevelop film. They need to knaw 
the characteristics of different films and how the image is formed on 
the emulsion side of the film. They need to know how to prepare a 
darkroom and the chemicals for developing. They need to know how to 
roll film on a reel and to determine its developing ti~e. They need to 
knc,w how to reduce or increase the density of a negative if it is needed. 
This packet was designed to mee~ the needs of developing film. 
Ob1ectives: 
At the completion of this packet the student will be able to: 
1. Select film for use in different situations. 




3. Descri~e 'hO"ll t"'.1.e se~~itivi'.:y of. Cl.'.".'. :.s rntec. 





?repare chemicals =or use in t~e <lcvelop~ent 
,;, , .... 
4 ·"~ .,i.., .• ,. 
9. Describe the ef:?ec~s of :.::.;;~,.~ c~.r.: ~e~:,cre--:,J.-:-e O!l '~'!!.ntev"~1o:,eG 
film. 
11. Describe the purposes o~ t~e c~e~ic~ls ~s0~ in film develcpme~'.:. 
.. ,., 
,_..:... . :!".',?!"Cnte tl~e qt_•~.::: ::;t c~ .*' 
:!_t~ c~e':"_~~1_ty·. 
...... I");. ......... _-..._•~ ... ,,..,, 
- - - -·-
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DEVELOPMENT OF BLAC% AND WHITE FILM 
ACTIVITY SHEET 
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This packet covers the development of black and white film. If 
you feel that you understand the information you may take the post test 
without doing any or by doing part of the activities. 
Activities: 
1. ~ead the sheet on developing 
or 
Read in Exploring Careers in Industry, pages 97 through 99. 
or 
View the slide/tape presentation, (slides 8-1 through 6-15). 
2. Practice loading exposed film on a reel until you can do it in ·the 
dark. 
3. Load your exposed film on a reel and develop the film. 
4. Read the sheet on Improvement of Negatives. 
5. Improve your negatives if needed. 
6. Take post-test on developing. 
• 
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DEVELOPMENT OF BLACK AND WHITE FIL.'1 
The latent image, the image that is on exposed but undeveloped 
film, is brought out by the process of developing. After developing, 
the area that has been exposed to· light turns black. An area unexposed 
to light reT.ains clear. There are six basic steps in developing. The 
first step is loading the film onto a reel. Because loading of a reel 
must be done in complete darkness, it is best to practice loading before 
attempting it in the dark. 
The reels that we have are both ~lastic and metal. The plastic 
·reel is a self-loading real in which the film, ~fter it has been removed 
from a magizin.e, is fed in from the outside grooves. Once the film is 
past the two ball rollers, the reel can be operated by moving t'he sides 
of the reel in a back and forth T.otion. This proced~re is continued 
until the film is completely roHed onto the :!'eel. 
Plastic :?:eel 
The other type of reel is ~etal~ The metal reels are available in 
two types, a 20 exposure and a 35 e~~osure. The 36 exposure reel is just 
li~<e the 20 exposure reel with t~1e exception c:: a pro~.g whi.ch exte~cs 
to the side. Wben loP.ding a !"1etal reel, tI1e reel :ts h':!lcl in the left 
hand with the end of the wire formi~g the sitles to the front. T~e fil~ 
is held in place. 
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The reel is now rotated while the film is cupped. Remember to hnndle 
the film by its edges! The film should fit in the grooves fo!'!ned by 
the s,;,iral wire. Once the reel has been loaded, it is ?laced 5.n a t:.mk 
and covered with the light proof lid. T~e lig~ts can now be turned on. 
Use the plastic tank for a pl2stic reel and the !".'!etal tank for a metal 
reel. If a plastic reel is u.sed, be sure to ?l~ce the :reel a!'ot~n.d tl1e 
center support a!!d slice the r:.:1g in plece :'.ri. o'.':'.'cer. to hold tn.e. reel 
in place. 
Plastic ~eel aro~nd 
,......., 
LL ,... . 
-=T~ ~·--··-~---~-· 




Tln s:1 ing: 
Photo I'lo: 
Drying: 
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Developing chart: 
Film Developer Index Number Average time at 68 F. 
Tri-X Microdol-X 40~ 10½ minutes 
D-76 37 7-3/4 minutes 
Plus-X Microdol-X 38 8½ minutes 
D-76 34 5-3/4 minutes 
Pan-X Microdol-X 38½ 9 m:nutes 
D-76 36 7 minutes 
If you need to check for a different temperature or film, see 
page #9 in Kodak Darkroom Dataguide. 
Developing Procedure: 
Check the temperature of the developer in order to determine the 
developing time for your film. Pour in tleveloper end agitate tank by 
rotating it for the first 30 seconds •. After the initial agitntion, 
agi ta1e for 5 seconds every 30 seco".lds. Al :.m,1 10 secor.c s for poud.n.i::; 
your chemicals back into their containers. After usi~3 the ceveloper, 
the stop bath is used for 20 seconds anc. then the filrn is fixed for 5 
minutes. After fixing, t!'le lid of the tm~~ can be re~ovec ano. tI1e •,72s:,in:; 
is done at the sink using run~ing water. 
After washing, pour 1/2 o= a ca,ful of P~oto ~lo into the tank 
containing the film. anc w2ter .?.~.c egite.te. After l ,'"!~.::'.'..'.te, te1.,:;e t:1e 
reel out of the tank, remove t':1e film anc1 hang the film U? in the 
darkroom to dry. Rinse t:1.e ten~: ar.d reel an.d ret·-~rn a:l equip~ent e.r:d 
supplies to their proper places. After the ~il~ has Gried, cut it into 
lengths of 6 exposures an.cl. ?lace into negntive e~veloryes. You recei.ve,:' 
4 negative envelopes with yoiJ.r learning c:cti.vity packet. 
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IMPROVEME~"T OF NEGATIVES 
Intensification of Negatives 
Sometimes through incorrect exposure or developing the density of 
a negative may need to be increased. A light negative will produce a 
dark print. Chromium Intensifier is used to increase the density of 
negatives. If you neec to increase the density of negatives, follow 
the directions on the package. If you have any questions, see your 
instructor. 
Reduction of Negatives 
Sometimes, through incorrect exposure or developing, the density 
of a negative may need to be reduced, A dark negative will produce a 
lig~t print, Farmers Reducer is used to recuce the density of negatives. 
If you need to decrease the density of negatives, follow the directions 
on the package, If you have any q~estions, as~ youTinstructor. 
APPENDIX C 
LEARNING PACKET ff3 
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PRINT PROCESSING AND ENLARGING 
Name: 
Period: 
Pr.o.:o.,;raphers ,:1eed to ~~n.ow how to r.1.2.~..:.e a coatact print or proof 
sheet. They need to ~e able to deterr:~ir ..e tl1e ex;.,osure tirae wl1e1"l 1~1aking 
p:cints, to be able to ..;.se the enlarger to make prir.ti:> and to be able to 
c;.,,;loyc.:1 w:,ile enlar:;ing. Ti1ey n0ed to be able to improve the quality 
oi ;,rints through using a ;;,olycontras:: filter kit. They also need to 
<levelo? photographic paper and have at least a workir.g knowledge of the 
stel)s a::1d c:-:.e~-:.icals ir.vo::.ved il. ·;:his develo?::.-.16 • This packet was 
designed to ueet t~e ~eeds of the students in the making of prints and 
t~e enlarging of prints. 
Gbiectives: 
At the co::.,pletio.1 oi t}1is packet, the student will be able to: 
l. Set up a darkroo.n for the pTocessir,g prints. 
2. Zxpose and develo? a contact print. 
3. Demonstrate the correct care, adjustment, and operation of an 
enlarger. 
4. Determine the exposure time needed for a print through the use 
of a projection print scale. 
5. Expose, enlarge and develop a print. 
6. Make improvements in prints thro~gh different techniques. 
7. Use a polycontrast filter kit and polycontrast paper in order 
to improve the quality of a print. 
8. Describe the purpose of the chemicals and steps used in paper 
development. 
9. Describe the relationship of light and dark areas on a negative 
to light and dark areas on a print. 
PRINT PROCESSING AND ENLARGING 
ACTIVITY SHEET 
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This packet covers print processing and enlarging. If you feel 
that you understand the information you may take the post-test without 
doing any of the activities or after doing some of the activiti~s. 
Activities 
1. Read the sheet on Contact Printing 
or 
View the slide/tape presentation, (slides 7-1 through 7-3). 
2. Read the sheet on the Enlarger 
or 
View the slide/tape presentation, (slides 8-1 through 8-17). 
or 
Read in Ex~loring Careers in Industry pages 101 through 102. 
or 
Read in Graphic Co!!"'.!"~nications pages 284 through 286. 
3. Read the sheet on Darkroom Pre?aration and the Pro2ection Print 
Scale 
or 
View the slide/ta?e presentation, (slides 9-:. t!~roe~h S'-9) 
or 
~ead in Granhic Comim.,nicatiornpages 28i through 28S. 
4. Set up a darkroom for print processi.r.3. 
5. Make a contact ?rint. 
6. Select one ex-;,osu.re and take a sc~.le of it using the projection 
print scale, 
7. ~ake a print of the saree negative, record setti~g: f/stop: 
t irr.e: 
8. Read the sheet on Print ::r:1.proveT.ents 
or 
View the slide/tape presentation, (slides 10-1 through 10-5). 
9. Use a #2\ polycontrast filter and r,olycontrast phcto6raphic 
paper. Expose and dev·elop a print us:i.r>.g the sarr:.e sett:'..ngs as if8. 
10. Use a #1 polycontrast filter anc polycontrast photogra::,hic 
paper. Exposi 8Dd deve:o? a print ~sing the sa~e settin~2s #8. 
11. Use a #4 polycontrast filter and polycontrast p~otogra?~ic pa~e~. 
Expose end feve~ory a pr1nt using the s~~e settinzs as 08. 
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12. Expose and develop a print burning-in an area. 
13. Expose and develop a print dodging an area. 
14. Expose and develop a print cropping an area. 
15. Take post-test on Print Processing and Enlarging. 
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CONTACT PRH,'TING 
Contact printing is the process of producing a proof from placing 
the negatives in contact with the photographic paper and allowing light 
to pass through the negative onto the paper. The quality of the proofs 
will vary because the exposure period and t¾e developing period for all 
of the proofs will be the same. The proofs wi 11 also be the exact same 
size as the negatives, The purpose of the contact print is to allow 
you to see the quality of your negatives and to choose which ones you 
would like to print. 
There are several met~ods of exposing contact prints: such as on 
a contact printer, with the enlarger, usin$ natural or room light. I~ 
all of the methods the e~ulsion side of the neg~tives s~oulc be next to 
e~ulsion side of the p~per. The em,.1 "!. s ior. side O r. L 
dcternined by looking at the e!'\c. of the !".eg~tiYe, The ner;nti\•e -;,1ill 
cu!'l ( .H') and the e,:,::,,.1ls5.o:-:1 s :.de of t~e ~e:;ativc w:i.:l be o.ow~. T.:,e 
e~t•.lsion si<le of the pape!' is the shiny side. 
Negative------
Paper--------
When using the cont2ct p::-ir.ter, ?h.!~ t'..1e :")rir-.ter into t:'1e c!.oc',: 
are placed down 0'1 t'.1e top o:'.: t;:,.e prir-.ter, e!::'..!lsion sice '.!?, o.r.c t'.:12 f·'.'?C'.':" 
is olaced ~_nto the contact pri!'l~er, e~!~sio!l sic~~ Cc~·~, ~~,r: o~. top cf 
the negatives. Note the safe light built into the contact printer. 
This safe light ,:v'ill come 0!1. ~·;he'1. ~he top of t:1~ p.~=-~~~r is r~isecl ~nC: 
will go out when the top ls closed. Take note of :'.~e effect of t~e 
contact printer being cormecte<l to the cloc'.:: as co!T'p,<:recl with the 




When using the enlarger as a source of light place the pa-per clown 
first with the emulsion side up. Place the negatives on the paper 
emulsion side down. Place the glass covering over the paper and the 
negatives. 
After the paper has been exposed it is developed in Dektol; the 
average time for good developing is 90 seconds, but this may not be the 
case for you. After developin~ the paper is next placed into the stop 
bath for 20 seconds; the paper can be further developed at this point 
if desired. After the stop bath, the paper is placed in the fixer for 
five minutes. It is now safe to turn on the lights. After the print 
has been fixed, it is placed into hypo clearing agent for 2 Minutes and 













The enlarger is used to hold and pass light t~rough a ne6ative anc 
lens onto the base which holes the easel and photo6raphic paper. T'..le 
head mriy be raised or lowered to produce different sized ?t'i!'.ts. The 
bellows may be:, moved by turr..ing the focusing ~,heel in orcer to b'!."ing 
the image into focus. The enlarger is usually hookec into a ti~ing 
clock to turn off automatically. 
be set to focus in order to focus the enlarger. 0:1ly have t~e clock o'!1 
when you want to expose the paper. ,n~en the c~cc~ is used on tim~, 
turn the clock off after t:-ie e'!11ar.ier goes out. This ~d.ll prevent an 
accidental exposure of paper. 
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DARKROOM PREPARATION 
Arrange your trays on the counter as shown below: 
Developer Stop Eath Fixer Hypo Wash 
Our wash tray will be simply a holding tray. Your prints will 
have to be taken out to the sink and washed in running water. Do not 
allow your prints to build up in the wash tray. 
Mix the liquid Dektol with water. The ratio is 1:1. 
Pour stop bath, fixer, hypo and water in the appropriate trays. 
Position easel, negatives, negative carrier, paper, polycontrast 
. filter kit, and projection print scale near the enlarger. Turn on the 
safe light and turn off the white lights. 
P~OJECTION PRINT SCA1~ 
The projection pri!1t sc.ele is a sheet of ?lest:.c c.:.vic".ec~ into ~,·e(·~ 
sections. These sections vary in density. In orcer to use the scale, 
place a negative in the ne32tive carrier and t~e negative carrier into 
a lens opening and place >::he :::,:1otogrephic pe-;,er unc1er the projection 
print scale. Expose for 60 seconds and cevelo? ~or~~ seconds. A:ter 
developing, place in sto;:, -::iat:1 and fixer for t\e req•:,:'.tcc~ c:~m.::r'.t of t:.'.".le. 
Th, ,st exposure t imc is o';,tained by a v:'..s•2,": cxa!"i~at :'.C!l of the print. 
When developing print fro':!: tl!is i~"r.for!'.!ation the c.ev~:op:i.~g ti~.e sho~.}.c 
be 90 seconds; however, it may be ,<1 l lO".,;ed to '.rary so~~·,1:1a. t. 
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PRINT IMPROVEMENTS 
Prints may be improved by several ~ethods. The ~ethods include 
varying the contrast of the entire print, removing distortion, re~oving 
an undersirable portion and increasing or decreasing the amount of 
exposure to a certain portion of the print. 
Contrast 
The contrast of a print can be improved by using polycontrast paper 
and a polycontrast filter kit. Use a #2 or #2\ filter first and, from 
the results, decide if you need to go up or down with the filters. 
There are 7 filters in the kit which range from a #1 to a #4 by halves. 
We do not have an exposure time so ~ake a projection print sca!e with 
the filter. The filter is placed under the le~s on the enlar?,er. Do 
not touch the faces of the filter. A::ter us~ng the f:lter, ret~rn it 
to its place in the box. 







Cropping is the process of enlarging the negative until the 
undesirable portions of the image are loc2tec off the p~otographic paper. 
The enlargement is done by raising the head of the enlarger along the 
frame. 
Burning-in 
Burning-in is the process of exposing a lig::!~r ar.ea on the photo0r.?phic 
paper to more light than the rest of t~e pr:.nt. In orcer to b~rn-i~ an 
area, cut a hole of t~e nec~e~ si~e and sh2?e in a ~ie~e of cardboard. 
The cardboard. is held be:ween the lens e~cl t'.1e :,t>pe:::- allc~d.ng t:ie l:'.~ht 




The process of dodgi~g is the reverse of bu~nin~-in. Doi:ing is 
used to hold bac:(; local she.cow a'!'eas that wcul<l nor!"!a3..ly prin':: too (~::".rk. 
. • j,. ' .~ ... 
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Finishing, toning, touching-up, mounting, and displaying prints 
are very important to photographers. Throug;these and previous activities, 
the photographers produce finished products. It is the purpose of this 
packet to provide the student with the activities needed to meet these 
needs. 
Obiectives: 
At the conclusion of this 
1. Dry prints to a matte 
2. Dry prints to a 
3. Tone prints. 
4~ Mount prints. 
5. Display prints. 
gloss 
packet the student will be able to: 
finish. 
finish. 
FINISHING AND DISPLAYING PRINTS 
ACTIVITY SHEET 
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This packet covers finishing, toning, mounting and displaying of 
prints. If you feel that you understand the information you may take 
the post-test without co~?leting any of the activities or after co~pleting 
only some of the activities. After completing all of the necessary 
activities in this unit there is a unit test that covers all of the 
information contained in the four learning packets. After completing 
the test you may go to another unit or you may continue in photography 
for the remainder of the six·weeks by completing activity number 10. 
Activities 
1. Read the sheet on Toning Prints, 
2. Read the sheet on Finishing Prints anc Mounting Prints 
or 
View slide/ta?e presentation, (slices 11-1 through 11-4), 
or 
Read in Gran::1ic Cor-"'.~Jnications ?2ees 29i thro•.'.fh 298. 
3. Tone a print. 
4, 
5. 
Dry a print to 
Dry a print to 
~ :)lotte!'". 
6. Dry a print to a glossy finish using the print Gryer. 
7. Mount a print using rubber ce~ent. 
8. Select and arra~ge several prints for lisplay. 
9. Take ?Ost-test. 
10. (Op,tional) Read a!'!c. comp!.e~e t'.,e sI1.eet on r:1oto Essay. 
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TONING PRINTS 
Prints are toned to produce different effects to a print (such as 
a feeling of warmth or to touch up an area). When the entire print is 
to be toned it should be toned after it has been washed and before it 
has been dried. Commonly used toners are sepia, blue and brown tones. 
When toning a print, follow the instructions included with the toner. 
When touching up or spot-toning a print, the print should be dry. The 
touch up material is water based and must be blended into an area. This 
is usually done when a spot appears on the print which does not belong, 
such as those produced by dust on the negative when enlarging. 
FINISHING PRINTS 
Photographic prints may be dried in different manners in order to 
produce different finishes. T~e prints ~ay be <lried to a reatte or dull 
finish or to a glossy or shiny finish. There are two methods we use 
to dry prints to a matte fin:.sh. In the first !l'lethod, the wet but well 
drained prints can be placed between the blotter and allo~ed to dry. 
In the second method, the c.rai~ec ;,ri~.ts ~re ? lacec. i~ the p'!'int cl:-yer 
with their faces toward the cam.•2s cover. \';;,.en using an ~lectric print 
dryer, the prints remain in the dryer until they pop loose when the cover 
is opened. We can use both sides of cu:- print dryer. 
Plate 
In order to dry a print to a glossy :inish, the ?rin~ sho~ld be 
soaked in a glossy solution before being placed in the p~int (~ycr with 
their faces away from the ccver. The easiest ~e':.:hod. ,yf producing Glossy 
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prints is to use the RC photographic paper which, when dried in air, will 
produce glossy finishes. 
Mounting Photographs 
At the present time we are only equipped to mount photographs to 
mounting boards by the u:sc of rubber cement. nefore dis,laying any 
prints, first use a mock layout in order to determine the best locations. 
Mark off their locations and attach them. 
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PHOTO ESSAY 
A photo essay is the presentation of a message or story through 
the use of photographs. Very few, if anY,words are used in a photo essay. 
Rational: 
This activity is really a learning packet in itself. The rationel 
behind this packet is to provide an opportunity for further exploration 
into the field of photography if desired. 
Cbiective: 
At the completion of this activity the student will be able to 
demonstrate with at least 90 percent accuracy, skills used in and 
understanding of, processe~ used in photography which have been covered 
in previous activities. 
Activities: 
There is no post-test in this activity or packet. The ~ndertaking o! 
th{s activity is optionel end will not ~e csed to lcr.,:er e. . grc..ae. 
l .i Select a topic for a pictorial essey ~nd ::lnve it ap?roved b~,. 
the instructor. After approval, co~?ose, ?hotoerap~, develop, 











Shutter Spee<! f/sto? 
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APPENDIX E 
LEA-~~ING PACKET AND UNIT TESTS 
CHURCHLAND HIGH SCHOOL 
Industrial Arts Department 
World of Communications I 
Post-Test 
The Camera and Its Accessories 
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Name: ___________ Date: 
Directions: In the space provided to the left of the following statc~ents, 
place the letter of the word or words that will best complete 
the statements. 
1 •. __ The type of camera that uses a cartridge instead of a roll of 
film is the: 
A. Instamatic. C. 35 mm. 
B. Polaroid. D. Pin hole. 
2. The type of camera that uses film that develops itself is the: 
A. Instamatic. C. 35 mm. 
B. Polaroid. D. Pin hole. 
3. ___ The type of camera that is adjustable in order to take pictures 







A. InstaMatic. C. 35 rren. 
:B. ?6 laroid. D. Pin hole. 
The opening in the lensc is controlled by adjusting the: 
A. focusing ring. C. aperture ring. 
n. shutter speed ring. D. ASA fil~ speed setting lever. 
The length of time that the shutter remains open is controlled 
by the: 
A. focusing ring. C. aperture ring. 
B. shutter speed ring. D. ASA film S?eed setting lever. 
In order to deter~ine the de?th of. field, one !'."~st co~pare the 
f/stop being used on the depth of :':'ielc scale wit:1. t:1.e dist2r..ce 
from the ca~era to the subject found on the: 
A. focusing ting. C. aperture ring. 
B. shutter speed ring. D. ASA fil~ speed setting lever. 
The adjustment that ~..tc.t :!:irst be mnce ,,·he!'. a different fi.lrr. 
is placed in the camera is the acjustnent of the: 
A. exposure counter. C. focusing ring. 
B. shutter speed. D. ASt fil~ speed setti~g. 
When using the camera for manual adjustment; and the light 
meter needle points to a number, the number is i~dicating: 
A. shutter speed. C. ASA setting. 
B. frame. D. f/stop. 
In order to set t 1'.l.e ca"!lera for a•.1.to!!wtic p~.oto3-l"'phy, the 
aperture ring is set to: 






A camera should be placed on a tripod when its shutter speed is: 
A. 125. B. 250. C. 2. 8. D. 15. 
For a time exposure the shutter speed ring is placed on: 
A. "A". B. "B". C. 2.8. D. 100, 
A camera is set for automatic photography and the lig~t neeGle 
is pointing to the upper warning mark. This indicates that 
there is: 
A. enough light. C. an excessive amou~t of light. 
B. not enough light. D. the subject is not in focus. 
If the camera is set for automatic photography and the light 
needle is pointing to the lower warning mark, this indicates. 
that there is: 
A. enough light • C. an excessive amount of light. 
B. not enough light, D. the subject is not in focus. 






to use if the unit is 






The f/stop to use if the flas~ is set ~or manual o,eration 
if the dista~ce fro~ the camera to tr.e subject is 4 feet is: 
A. f/5.6. B. f/8. C. f/11. D. f/ 16. 
An f/stop of f/8 when compared to an f/stop of f/11 w{, 1 ~-~ aC:mit: 
A. twice as much light. c. th:-ee units more li;;ht. 
B. half as much light. D. th:.ee units less light. 
17. ·_ Using the setting found ~elow, the i~<licated depth of =ielcl 
for an f/stop of f/4 is: 
A. 6'-°""· B. 7 1 -30 1 • C. 8'-17'. J. 9'-14". 
10 M f.'j ~-
... 5 .:; 
5 7 10 I 5 30 rt 
I I i } ' • I 
lh 11 8 A. R 
\ 
B I I 
18. Using the setting foun.d ~bove, the indiceted depth of Held 
for an f/stop of f/16 is: 
A. 6 1 -00. B. 7'-30'. C. 8'-17'. D. 9'-14'. 
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19. If a camera is correctly set and the f/stop is lowered (by 
number) the shutter speed should: 
20. 
A. be increased. C. remain the same. 
B. be decreased. D. be set for 500. 
When an exposure is desired and the distance from the camera 
to the subject is less than 2 feet, the accessory to be used 
with the camera's lens is: 
A. a.tripod. C. a set of close-up lenses. 
B. flood lamps D. a bulk film loader. 
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Name: __________ Date: 
Directions: In the space to the left of the following statements place 
the letter of the word or the words that best completes 
the statements. 
1 .. You have to make a portrait of someone. The film to use is: 
A. Tri-X. B. Plus-X. c. Pan-X. D. Royal Pan-X. 
2. You have to photograph a baseball game. The film to use is: 
A. Tri-X. B. l?lus-X. C. Pan-X. D. Medallist. 
3. You have to photograph an outdoor, daylight parade. Some of 
the shots will have to be enlarged somewhat. The film to use is: 
A. Tri-X. B. Plus-X. C. Pan-X. D. Medallist. 





A. Tri-X. B. Plus-X. C. Pan-X. D. Ortho. 
When film curls up in the center, £:J , the emulsion side 
A. up. B. down. C. on the side. D. in the center. 
The ASA of Tri-Xis: 
A. 32. B. 100. C. 125. D. 400. 
The ASA of Plus-Xis: 
A. 32. B. 100. C. 125. D. Lf00. 
The ASA of Pan-Xis: 
A. 32. B. 100. C. 125. D. l,00. 
J.• " • 0. 
9. T~e developer that can be used for the developing of film is: 
A. Microdal-X. C. Hypo. 
B. Dektol. D.P.F.S. 
10. ·__ The chemical or soh.ttion that hardens the emulsion o~ the fE~. 
in order that the negative can be exposed to light is: 
A. stop bath. C. Microdal.-X. 
E. fixer. D. Photo Flo. 
11. The chemical or soltttion that stops the action of the developer is: 
A. stop bath. C. Micro~al-X. 
B. fixer. D. Photo Flo. 
12. The chemical or solution that helps to prevent water spots on 
t;1e negative is: 
A. stop bath. C. Microdal-X. 
B. fixer. D. Photo Flo. 
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13. After being developed, the film shoul be fixed for a period of: 
A. 20 seconds. C. 5 minutes. 
B. 1 minute. D. 20 minutes. 







A. 20 seconds. C. 5 minutes. 
B. 1 minute. D. 20 minutes. 
If the developing time for a 
degrees, and the temperature 
the developing time will be: 
A. increased. 
B. decreased. 
certain film is 8 minutes at 68 
of the developer is 70 degrees, 
C. remain the same. 
D. 10 minutes. 
When developing film, the film is rolled onto a: 
A. tank. B. rod. C. canister. D. reel. 
When loading film for developing, the film must be loaded: 
A. in the light. C. in a cool area. 
B. in the dark. D. under water. 
After the negatives have dried, they should be: 
A. rolled on a reel. C. placed in negative envelopes. 
B. placed in a film magazine. D. placed on an easel. 
The time required forwashingof film. is: 
A. 20 seconds. C. 5 minutes. 
B. 1 minute. D. 20 minutes. 
The time required for Photo Flo is: 
A. 20 seconds. C. 5 ~inutes. 
B. 1 minute. D. 20 minutes. 
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Name: ____________ Date: 
Directions: In the spaces provided to the left of the following statements, 
place the letter of the word or words that best completes 
the statements. 
1. Photographic paper can be worked under light without beir..g 
exposed. This light is filtered with a (an): 
A. red filter. C. OC filter. 
B. OD filter. D. D~ filter. 
2. When making a contact print under the enlarger. the paper is 
placed in the contact printing frame: 
A. down first, emulsion side down. 
B, down second, emulsion side down. 
c. do,:,m first, emulsion side up. 
D. down second, e::nulsion side up. 
3. When placing a negntive in an e!l:a~ge!', the nezative is placed 






A. negative carrier. C. contact print fra~e. 
B. contact printer. D. e:>.rel. 
There is a general rule 
A. to the emulsion, 
1.n p':iotograp:.1y, the emu.lsion is ?laced: 
C, always tm.!c:'ling t:ie e~uslion. 
B. away from the er.'.':ul!';ion .• D. never to·~ichin3 the e!!':ulsion. 
When using a projection ::,rint scale, the exposure ti~e is: 
A. 3 seconds. C. 1:.5 seconds. 
B. 90 seconds, D. l ~5 .. :i.,:.te. 
After exposure,when a projection print sca:e is used, the 
paper is developed for: 
A. 60 seconds, C. 120 ~econds, 
B. 90 seconds, D, 5 T.~n~tcs. 
A dark area one negative will produce on t~e ,rint a: 
A. dark area. C. gray area, 
B. cle8n area. D. light ~~e2. 
If your paper is exposed to 
been develope~, it will be 
A, dark. 
3. w:,ite, 
unfiltered light before it h~s 
? whe'.'1 developed: 
C. the s2~e. 
D. fuzz:, ::..n ap:,cart'.nc~. 
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9. If a negative is slightly out of focus and you wish to make 




A. can be made sharp by adjusting the enlarger. 
B. can be made sharp by using a polycontrast filter. 
C. can be made sharp by cropping it. 
D. cannot be made sharp. 
The process of restricting the amount of light that reaches 
a certain area of the paper during expos·ure is called: 
A. burning-in. C. dodging. 
B. cropping. D. toning. 
The process of allowing extra light to reach a certain area 
of the paper is called: 
A. burning-in. C. dodging. 
B. cropping. D. toning. 
___ The process of enlarging a negative in order that some 






13. When negatives that are flat or are producing no contrast are 
to be used, the accessory that can be used on the enlarger 
with a certain type of paper is the: 
A. polycontrast filter. C. 0. C. filter. 
B. Venetting tool. D. gra<luate. 
14. The chemical solution that sets t~e emulsion on the ?hotozrc?hic 
paper is: 
A. hypo. C. fixer. 
B. Dektol. D. sto:, bath. 
15. The chemical solution that develops the paper is: 
A. hypo. C. fixer. 
B. Dektol. D. stop ~ath. 
16. The chemical solution that stops the action of the developer is: 
17. 
18. 
A. hypo. C. fixer. 
B. Dektol. D. sto? bath. 
___ The chemical solution that ~elr,is tc re'"!!ove the fixer and thus 
reduce the washi~g time is: 
A. hypo. C. ?!~oto Flo. 
B. Dektol. D. stc? bath. 
Arrange the following into the~r correct order: 








19. The amount of time a print remains in the hypo is: 
A. 20 seconds. C, 2 minutes. 
B. 60 seconds. D. 5 minutes. 
20. The amount of time a print remains in the wash efter going 
through a hypo solution is: 
A. 10 minutes. C. 30 minutes. 
B. 20 minutes. D. 60 minutes. 
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Name: __________ Date: 
Directions: After carefully reading the following state~ents, place the 








the space provided to the left. 
Prints may be toned in two manners, one is by complete toni~g 
and the second is by using: 
A. rubber cement. C. spotting colors. 
B. water. D. crayons. 
Prints that are to be dried 
print dryer are placed: 
to a glossy finish in an electric 
A. face to the cover. C. face to face. 
B. face away from the cover. D. back to back. 
Prints that are to be dried to a ~atte finish in an electric 
print dryer are placed: 
A. face to the cover. C. face to face. 
B. face away fro~ the cover. D. back to ~ack. 
Prints that are to be dried to a me.t::e fin:!.sh when e.n electric 
print dryer is not used are placed in a: 
A. blotter. C. silk screen. 
B. brayer. D. craft. 
Prints that are to be clrie~ to a ~lossy finish when~~ electric 
print dryer is not used should be on_?_ ,e?er: 
A. Medallist. C. RC. 
B. AZO. D. Po:ycontrest. 
The cement to use when prints are to be mounted by this reethocl 
is: 
A. contact. 
E. "E lme!"' s". 
Prints that are to be mou~ted 
A. mounting boards. 
B. plywood boards. 
C. ,~ste. 
D. rttcDer. 
a~e ~sually ~cunted on: 
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Name: ___________ Date: 
Directions: After reading the following statements carefully, place a T 
in the provided spaces if the statements are true and place 
a Fin the provided spaces if the statements are false. 
1. The simplest of all cameras is the box caMera. 
2. The instamatic camera received its name because it develops 
its own prints instantly. 
3o One of the most versatile types of cameras is the pin hole. 
4. The opening in a lens is referred to as the aperture opening. 
5. All film has the same ASA number. 
6. 
7. 
The larger the lens O?ening on a camera, the shorter the depth 
of field will be. 
The shutter speed of a careera has a direct relationship to 
the aperture opening. 










A shutter speec. o= 125 i~ one-ha:5 as long as a s~~tter speeG 
of 250. 
If a care.era is correctly set ar-c the s!~utter S?eed ~cs raisec, 
the f/stop should a]_so be set on a :1.:..r;her number. 
The acce~sory that is attachec 
close ups is a copy stand. 
Film can be loaded on a film magazine from a bulk film loader. 
,.Jhen the s!i.utter speed on e. ce~e:'."e. i.s l/:5th o= a seco~.d, th<:! 
camera should be attached to a tripoG. 
The instrument t:hat is ~-·-sed to dete:"c~ine t 1!e f/stor, for a 
camera is a light T.eter. 
A flash unit is useG to provi~e light for o~tdoor, dnytime 
pictures.· 
When loac:~z film onto 2 ~eel, the fi:~ ca~ be loafed und~r 
safe light conditions. 























The developer that can be used when developing film is D-76. 
A good film to use when taking action shots is Pan-X. 
A good film to use when taking shots in restricted or limited 
light is Td-X. 
After film has been developed, stop bath is used to stop the 
developing action. 
Once stop bath has been added to film, the film can be taken 
out of the tank and examined. 
Fixer is used to harden the emulsion of the film. 
If the fixer is used to harden the emulsion on film, it 
should be washed off. 
Fixer that is left on film will turn a yellowish coloL· in time. 
Negatives are placed in negative envelopes for protection. 
After the film has been completely ceveloped, it is a 
positive of the print that you can make. 
When developing fil~, the tere?erature of the developer is 
an important factor in the developing time. 
Developer that is below 68"F. 
time of the film. 
w!ll ~ecrease the developing 
The type of filter that shou,ld be u.sed with p~1otographic 
paper is an O. C. filter. 
A proof sheet :ts enother n.<1~e for a contact p!'int. 
When making a contac~ p~i~t, the e~ulsion side of the 
negative sl:-.ould not to~ch the e~.:i.lsio!'. si.C:e of the raper. 
The negative, wher.. placed in an e~lnrger, is placed in the 
easel first. 
The time required for :m exposure c.!c'n be tlete~ined by usin~ 
a projection print scale. 
When using a projection print scale, the exposu!'e ti~e is 
90 seconds. 
A dark area on a negative will procuce a cark area on the 
print. 
The developer to use w'!:len cevelopin:z :,r~_nts i.s ~icrc<lo:'.. 
The ptu:r,o!'le of •1sing hypo cle3r::_!'.$ nr;ent ~/1en cleve~.op:tng 













After a print has been placed in stop bath, the print can 
be developed further. 
A good average time for developing of prints is 90 seconds. 
A polycontrast filter can be used on Medallist paper. 
Dodging is a process that allows more light to =all on a 
limited area. 
Burning-in is a process that allows less light to fall on 
a limited area. 
It is possible to remove certain undesirable aspects from 
a negative by cropping. 
If a negative is out of focus, it can be brought into focus 
on the enlarger. 
When an entire print is to be toned, the print should be wet. 
When a small area is to be touched up on a print, the print 
should be dry. 
A Matte finish can be produced on the print dryer by placing 
the print with its face away from the canv~s cover. 
A glossy finis~ ccn be ,reduced on the prf~t dryer by placing 
the print with its face townrd the canv~s cover. 
A good met~od to use in order to produce a glossy f:nish on 
a print is to use RC pape~. 
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Unit Test 
Answer Sheet 
1. T 26. T 
2. F 27. F 
3. F 28. T 
4. T 29. F 
5 •. F 30. 
,,, 
.c 
6. T 310 T 
7. T 32. F 
8. F 33. F 
9. F 34. T 
10. 'll' 35. F 
11. F 36. F 
12. T 37. F 
13 •. T 38. T 
14. T 39. "' .\. 
15. F 40. T 
16. F 41. '1' ... 
17. T 42. F 
18. T 43. F 
19. F 44. '! 
20. T 45. F 
21. 'I' 46. T .. 
22. F 47. T 
23. T M~. F 
2L~. T !}9. F 
25. T 50. "' -
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